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SDN Malware: Problems of Current Protection Systems

and Potential Countermeasures

Christian Röpke1

Abstract: Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is an emerging topic and securing its data and con-
trol plane is of great importance. The main goal of malicious SDN applications would be to compro-
mise the SDN controller which is responsible for managing the SDN-based network. In this paper,
we discuss two existent mechanisms aiming at protecting aforementioned planes: (i) sandboxing of
SDN applications and (ii) checking for network invariants. We argue that both fail in case of sophis-
ticated malicious SDN applications such as a SDN rootkit. To fill the corresponding security gaps,
we propose two security improvements. The first one aims at protecting the control plane by isolat-
ing SDN applications by means of virtualization techniques. Compared to recent efforts, we thereby
allow a more stringent separation of malicious SDN applications. The goal of the second proposal
is to allow policy checking mechanisms to run independently from SDN controllers while mini-
mizing hardware costs. Thereby, we improve SDN security while taking into account that correct
functioning of policy checking can be manipulated by a compromised SDN controller.

Keywords: Software-defined networking, malicious SDN applications, SDN controller security.

1 Introduction

SDN is a new trend in the field of computer networking. It started in 2008 with Open-

Flow [Mc08] which is a protocol for managing programmable switches by third-party

control software. Since then, large companies such as HP, IBM and Brocade have intro-

duced SDN-enabled switches [Opb] and researchers as well as enterprises have devel-

oped SDN control software (also known as SDN controller or network operating sys-

tem) [Gu08, Fl, Po15, Sh14, Opc, ON, SDa, SDb, SDc]. Furthermore, multiple SDN

applications are available, e. g., in the industry’s first SDN app store which is run by

HP [HP13]. At the same time, a new research area has emerged including the use of

SDN to enhance network security [Al15, Sh13a] as well as securing the SDN architec-

ture [Po12, Sh13b, Sh14, RH15a, RH]. Nowadays, Gartner lists SDN as one of the top

10 strategic technology trends [Ga14a] and predicts that: “By the end of 2016, more than

10,000 enterprises worldwide will have deployed SDN in their networks” [Ga14b]. As

SDN has increasingly attracted attention in both academia and industry, SDN has evolved

from a research project to an emerging topic.

Technically, SDN decouples the control software, which decides where to forward net-

work packets (control plane), from the forwarding hardware, which solely forwards net-

work packets according to the made decision (data plane). As illustrated in Fig. 1, the
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Fig. 2: OpenFlow Reactive Programming

decoupled control software is typically called SDN controller or Network Operating Sys-

tem (NOS). It is a logically centralized system with the main purpose of implementing

network intelligence by programming the network. A SDN-based network thereby con-

sists of programmable network devices and the interface between such devices and the

NOS is typically called southbound interface. A popular southbound protocol is the afore-

mentioned OpenFlow protocol which allows programming of network devices as well as

requesting the network state. On top of a NOS, so called SDN applications implement

network functionality as required by a network operator. In addition to the southbound in-

terface, the interface between SDN controllers and SDN applications is called northbound

interface. Inside a NOS, basic functionality is often extended by components typically

also called as SDN applications. To distinguish between these two types of SDN applica-

tions, we call the ones using the northbound interface SDN user applications and the other

ones SDN kernel applications. We thereby follow the naming convention of previous stud-

ies [Sh14, RH15b, RH].

The big benefit of SDN is that network operators can implement and adapt network func-

tionality such as switching or routing independently from the network hardware vendor.

For example, if a switch does not provide a feature which is needed or desirable by a

network operator, such a feature can be implemented easily by using SDN to program

network devices accordingly. In fact, industry is currently adopting SDN (17% of firms

surveyed by Gartner already use SDN in production [Ga14b]) and large companies such

as Google already benefit from OpenFlow to improve backbone performance as well as to

reduce backbone complexity and costs [Hö12].

In SDN-based networks, a NOS plays a major role. It is responsible for programming net-

work devices which can be achieved pro-actively as well as re-actively in case of Open-

Flow. Proactive programming means that before a switch receives a specific type of net-

work packets, the NOS (possibly triggered by a SDN application) adds one or more flow

rules to this switch. Such flow rules tell the switch in advance how to forward matching

network packets. In contrast, re-active programming works as illustrated in Fig. 2. This

figure shows a typical SDN setup including an OpenFlow switch, which is controlled by

a NOS and connects two hosts h1 and h2. In case host h1 sends a packet towards host h2
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while the switch is missing a corresponding forwarding decision (e. g., a flow rule telling

the swich to forward the packet to host h2), this packet (or only its headers) is delegated

to the NOS via a so called packet-in message. In a next step, the NOS processes this

packet typically by passing it to the set of SDN applications which have registered for

such events. Depending on the NOS’s implementation, each of these SDN applications

inspects this packet-in message, for example, in a sequential order, aiming to determine

an adequate forwarding decision. Finally, the NOS informs the switch of this decision via

a so called packet-out message and, according to this decision, the switch forwards the

packet to host h2. Thus, this illustrated network programming highlights the central role of

a NOS. From a security perspective, this essential SDN component is also an interesting

place for SDN malware, for example, in the form of a malicious SDN application.

In this paper, we give an overview of existing SDN malware, describe already proposed

countermeasures and reveal problems which can arise when using those. Furthermore, we

propose improvements aiming at filling the resulting security gaps. In particular, we focus

on two security mechanisms, namely, sandboxing and policy checking. Current sandbox

systems restrict SDN applications to access only a certain set of critical operations while

access to all other (non-critical) operations is not controlled. Thereby, SDN applications

can be prohibited to perform operations which can harm the NOS, for example, by crash-

ing the NOS or manipulating internal data structures. We also discuss policy checkers

which can intercept network programming attempts in order to check if the consequent

network state would violate a security policy. This mechanism allows to drop harmful

programming attempts and, thereby, keeps the network policy-conform. Since both ap-

proaches have issues which can lead to security breaches, we present security mechanisms

to improve protection of a NOS against malicious SDN applications. In particular, we dis-

cuss how SDN applications can be isolated from the NOS in a stronger way by means

of virtualization techniques. We also propose a mechanism which allows for robust pol-

icy checking, meaning that it runs completely independent from a NOS while minimizing

hardware costs.

2 Background

Before we go into details, we outline the existing SDN malware to give an insight about

the current state of malicious SDN applications and their capabilities. Furthermore, we

briefly describe the basic functioning of security mechanisms which are able to counteract

the SDN applications with malicious logic (i. e., sandboxing and policy checking).

2.1 Malicious SDN Applications

To the best of our knowledge, no SDN malware has been found in the wild yet. However,

researchers have already demonstrated what kind of attacks can be performed by malicious

SDN applications [Po12, Po15, Sh14, RH15a, RH, RH15b].

In [Po12, Po15], a new technique is presented allowing attackers to evade flow rules which

are existent in an OpenFlow switch. By adding specially crafted malicious flow rules,
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the authors demonstrate that an attacker can reach a network host although an existing

drop rule explicitly denies such a connection. This technique is called dynamic flow rule

tunneling and is based on standard OpenFlow instructions, i. e., set and goto.

Other malicious SDN applications [Sh14, RH15a, RH] misuse critical operations on the

system level in order to harm a NOS. For example, malicious SDN applications can easily

crash SDN controllers, modify internal data structures or establish remote channels to

retrieve shell commands from a C&C server, which in turn are executed on behalf of

the NOS. In another example a malicious SDN application downloads and executes an

arbitrary file with root privileges.

Recently, a SDN rootkit has been published [RH15b] for OpenDaylight which serves as

a basis for multiple enterprise solutions [SDc]. This SDN rootkit heavily manipulates in-

ternal data structures and, thereby, gains control of the parts which are responsible for

programming the network and reading the network’s state. As a result, the authors demon-

strate that an attacker is able to add and hide malicious flow rules as well as to remove

legitimate flow rules without showing it to the administrator. Furthermore, an OpenFlow-

based mechanism is presented which enables attackers to remotely communicate with the

rootkit component running inside the NOS. This is interesting since a communication be-

tween hosts running on the data plane and the control plane is not a part of the SDN

architecture.

2.2 Sandbox Systems

Currently, two sandbox systems for SDN controllers have been proposed. The first one

runs SDN applications in separate processes and controls access to system calls [Sh14].

The other system utilizes Java security features to confine SDN applications inside of Java

sandboxes [RH15a, RH, SDa]. The basic protection mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 3 and

remains the same for both proposals.
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Each SDN application runs in a separate sandbox and access to critical operations (i. e.,

system calls or sensitive Java operations) is controlled by a NOS. The sandbox configu-

ration, i. e., which SDN application is allowed to perform which critical operations, must

be provided by a network administrator. In case he/she grants access to a critical opera-

tion, the corresponding SDN application can perform this operation while access is denied

otherwise.
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2.3 Policy Checking

Several studies introduce policy checking mechanisms for SDN-based networks [Ma11,

KVM12, Kh12, Ka13]. The basic idea is to check whether the network state is conform

to a given set of policies, for example, by looking for black holes, loops or security viola-

tions. While prior proposals struggle with performance issues, newer ones [Kh12, Ka13]

provide the ability to perform policy checking at real time. This allows to intercept net-

work programming attempts in order to check for policy violations first. Only in case of

absent violations, corresponding flows rules are added to or removed from a network de-

vice. Fig. 4 illustrates this behavior for a policy checker called NetPlumber [Ka13] which

is tested in Google’s SDN-based WAN. In particular, a so called NetPlumber agent sits

between the NOS and the programmable switches. This agent recognizes network state

updates and in turn updates NetPlumber’s internal model of the network. Such updates are

triggered when a NOS adds or removes a flow rule and when a link or switch gets up or

down. On each of these events, policy checks are initiated aiming at alerting an adminis-

trator in case a given policy is violated. Note that such an alert can occur before a policy

violation takes place (i. e., when adding or removing a flow rule) or soon after it (i. e., when

a link/switch gets up/down).

3 Problems of Current Protection Systems

3.1 Sandbox Systems

Concerning sandbox systems, malicious SDN applications can use potentially harmful

operations only if access to them is granted explicitly. Current systems [Sh14, RH15a],

however, support only low-level critical operations, i. e., system calls and sensitive Java

operations. This means that an administrator must have special knowledge in system secu-

rity especially regarding operating system functioning and the Java programming language

in order to estimate security-related consequences of granting access to a critical opera-

tion. Thus, the use of low-level based sandbox systems may lead to security breaches in

practice as network administrators are rather experts in network than in system security

and 50% to 80% of network outages are caused by misconfigurations [Ju08].

A recently proposed sandbox system [SDa] includes not only low-level but also high-level

critical operations such as reading the network topology or receiving a packet-in message.

Such operations are rather easy to understand by network administrators and correspond-

ing security issues can be estimated more easily. However, supporting high-level critical

operations does not mean that access to low-level critical operations can be denied by

default. For example, SDN applications may depend on accessing the file system (e. g.,

writing temporary files or reading configuration files), establishing network connections

(e. g., retrieving information stored on another network host) or using runtime capabilities

such as creating processes or threads (e. g., for concurrent programming or parallel execu-

tion). Denying access to such low-level critical operations by default would heavily limit

SDN application developers in the way of implementing network functionality – which
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is the main purpose of a SDN application. In the best case, a sandbox system can deny

access to a pre-configured set of low-level critical operations while allowing the adminis-

trator to decide on the remaining critical operations separately. However, this also limits

SDN application developers to a level which may not be feasible in practice.

Even if we assume that network administrators are experts in both network and system

security, it is difficult to determine the way (i. e., benign or malicious) a critical operation

is used in. But access to a critical operation can only be denied by default if it is exclusively

used in a malicious way. To illustrate the problem, let us have a look at Java reflection. It

can be used to read or manipulate internal data structures of a Java-based NOS. Because

of this, one might guess that access to corresponding critical operations should be denied

by default. In fact, Java reflection has already been used maliciously to implement a SDN

rootkit [RH15b]. However, legitimate SDN applications may also use Java reflection but

in a benign way. In particular, we have analyzed several SDN kernel applications provided

by the HP app store. At the time of writing, we find that 6 out of 11 examined SDN

applications also use Java reflection. At a first glance, we could not find a single Java

reflection related critical operation which is used by the aforementioned SDN rootkit but

never by the benign SDN applications.

Consequently, configuration of current sandbox systems with malicious logic prevention is

rather difficult. Taking this into account, network administrators may require more effec-

tive systems in order to improve protection of a NOS against malicious SDN applications.

3.2 Policy Checking

With regard to policy checking, adverse network manipulations (e. g., a malicious flow

rule) can be prohibited by checking at real time if a network event (e. g., adding a new flow

rule) violates one or more given security policies. Current real time policy checkers run

either inside [Kh12] or outside a NOS [Ka13]. Since malicious SDN applications (such as

a SDN rootkit) can compromise a NOS including its security checks [RH15b], we focus

on policy checking performed outside the NOS.

For example, NetPlumber [Ka13] is implemented as a network service which is exter-

nally triggered by a NetPlumber agent to perform policy checks. Where this agent should

be implemented is not discussed in detail by the authors. In fact, they simply use local

files instead of network connections in order to load network updates into the NetPlumber

system during evaluation. In general, there are several options where such an agent can

be implemented: (i) inside a NOS, (ii) outside a NOS but running on the same host and

(iii) outside a NOS and running on a separate host. In the first case only a few additional

changes within a NOS are necessary for triggering policy checking before a flow rule is

sent to a switch. Obviously, this can be achieved easily and cost-effective. The second

option is more complicated but still does not require additional hardware as a separate

proxy process or network packets interception on kernel level can achieve network pro-

gramming interception. Most complex and expensive is the last option: running the agent

on a separate hardware. For example, a backup component for a NOS is required to handle
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breakdowns or maintenance-related shutdowns. Another cost-driving factor is the network

interface connecting SDN switches and a NOS, which must handle network events at high

speed [Ka09]. Furthermore, in case of long distance networks, SDN controllers must run

at different locations to avoid latency issues [HSM12]. Additional hardware for such sce-

narios and extra complexity in terms of additional operational costs can cause additional

expenses.

As a major goal of SDN is cost degression, such additional expenses may not be an option

for network operators. However, running policy checks independently from the NOS is

highly desirable for security reasons.

4 Potential Countermeasures

In order to fill the security gaps caused by the aforementioned problems, we propose the

following countermeasures.

4.1 Strong Isolation of SDN Applications

Considering the issues described in Section 3.1, we need a mechanism which counteracts

malicious SDN applications while assuming that sandboxing is insufficient in practice.

In order to compensate that, we propose the following NOS architecture which is based

on isolation of SDN applications by means of virtualization techniques. This is new with

respect to SDN controllers and it enables a more stringent way of separating SDN appli-

cations compared to existing systems.

Our architecture is illustrated in Fig. 5 and includes several protection domains each run-

ning separately, for example, in a virtual machine. Inter-domain communication is only

allowed between the SDN controller domain and each application domain while this com-

munication is restricted to high-level and SDN-related operations. Assuming that virtual-

ization presumes domain isolation, the big benefit of this architecture is that critical low-

level operations are executed within each protection domain, thus, negative consequences

are limited to the affected domain only.
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In particular, we run one or more SDN applications in a separate application domain in-

stead of starting them in separate processes. Thereby, SDN user applications (U-apps)

communicate via the northbound interface with the SDN controller, SDN kernel appli-

cations (K-apps) use a NOS-specific interface (K-app interface) for communication with

the NOS, and the SDN controller uses the southbound interface to interact with the SDN-

based network. In addition, a virtualization layer provides Authentication (Auth), Resource

Control (RC) and Access Control (AC) mechanisms allowing to authenticate components,

assign hardware resources to each domain and control access to operations related to the

aforementioned interfaces. In case of the malicious use of critical operations, this architec-

ture limits negative consequences in a way not available in current systems. For example,

if a SDN rootkit uses Java reflection and the corresponding sandbox allows such critical

operations, today’s Java-based SDN controllers can be compromised despite the use of

sandboxes. Given our architecture, this is not possible while SDN application developers

remain unrestricted in inventing new applications.

The main challenge in this respect is to implement network programming efficiently as this

is the main purpose of a NOS. Therefore, Fig. 6 shows the critical data paths for pro-active

and re-active network programming, separately. In case of pro-active programming, a flow

rule generated by a SDN user application must be transferred from an application-domain

to the controller-domain (➀). Depending on the SDN controller, a SDN kernel application

may be used to receive this flow rule (➁), encapsulate it in a southbound protocol depen-

dent format and send it back to the NOS (➂). Then, the NOS must transmit this packet to

the affected switch(es) (➃). In case of re-active programming, the critical data path con-

sists of some additional steps. When a network packet is delegated to a NOS (➀), the NOS

must pass it to the component which implements the southbound protocol, for example, a

SDN kernel application (➁). After extracting the needed information, it must be passed to

the SDN user applications which are registered for such tasks (➂ and ➃). Next, after de-

termining an adequate forwarding decision it must be sent to the affected switches which

works similar to pro-active programming (➄, ➅, ➆ and ➇). As performance of network

programming is of high importance, the biggest challenge is to reduce the overhead in

order to achieve practicable results.

4.2 Robust Policy Checking

Checking the network state against policy violations at real time is challenging especially

in case of a compromised SDN controller. Besides running policy checker agents on sep-

arate hardware as described in Section 3.2, we propose an alternative aiming at saving the

hardware costs. As illustrated in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b), we introduce a policy checking mech-

anism which is completely independent from a NOS, thus, robust against a compromised

NOS. The basic idea is to treat a new flow table entry as inactive until a policy checking

instance signals that no policy is violated.

Fig. 7(a) illustrates the work flow of adding a flow rule. In this case, a SDN controller

programs network devices as usual, for example, via OpenFlow (➀). However, the cor-

responding programming command not only adds a flow table entry but also marks it as
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inactive (➁). In the next step, a switch acts as a policy checker agent and triggers a pol-

icy checker to validate the absence of policy violations when adding a new flow rule (➂).

Depending on the check result (➃), the switch either activates the flow table entry or re-

moves it from the flow table (➄). In the final step, the switch responds either by an error

message or by a flow activated message telling the NOS that the programmed flow rule

is policy-conform (➅). In case of removing a flow rule, the work flow remains similar as

shown in Fig. 7(b). Receiving a command to remove a flow rule (➀), the switch checks

if the corresponding flow table entry is active or not (➁). In case of inactive entry, the

switch removes it and returns a flow removed message to the NOS (➅). In the opposite

case, the flow table entry remains active until policy checker signals no policy violations

by removing the flow rule (➂ and ➃). After this confirmation, the active entry is removed

(➄) and a flow removed message is sent to the NOS (➅). In case of a policy violation, the

corresponding flow entry remains active and a corresponding error message is sent to the

NOS (➅).

In contrast to current real time policy checkers, the mechanism does not need extra hard-

ware in order to run completely independent of a NOS. In case of OpenFlow, however, this

mechanism requires several changes: (i) OpenFlow must support roles not only for SDN

controllers (e. g., master and slave) but also for policy checkers; (ii) flow table entries must

be extended by a field indicating active vs. inactive entries; (iii) processing of network

packets must be adapted such that only active flow table entries are considered when find-

ing a matching flow table entry; and (iv) OpenFlow switches must interact with a policy

checker in order to process network programming. For reliability reasons, a switch should

be able to interact with multiple policy checkers to avoid single points of failures.

5 Related Work

The problem of malicious SDN applications was first addressed by Porras et al. [Po12].

The authors present a new technique called dynamic flow rule tunneling which enables

attackers to bypass existent flow rules by exploiting standard OpenFlow instructions. Later

on, Shin et al. [Sh14] and Röpke et al. [RH15a] present SDN applications with rudimentary
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malicious logic. For this purpose, the authors exploit the fact that many SDN controllers

allow a SDN application to execute any kind of critical operations without limiting access

to them. Recently, Röpke et al. [RH15b] demonstrate how a sophisticated SDN malware

can compromise SDN controllers. In particular, the authors provide a SDN rootkit for

the popular OpenDaylight controller which serves as a foundation for several enterprise

solutions.

Despite the fact that no malicious SDN application has been found in the wild yet, we take

the findings of previous studies as examples of upcoming attack scenarios. This motivated

us to examine current protection mechanisms regarding their efficiency against sophis-

ticated malicious SDN applications. Sandboxing as well as policy checking have been

already discussed by Röpke et al. [RH15b], but we discuss the potential problems in detail

and present valuable solutions.

Our first proposal is mainly motivated by security systems such as Qubes [RW10] and

Bromium [Br] which use virtualization techniques to isolate applications from common

operating systems like Linux and Windows. Note that using such a technique does not

provide isolation properties by default as it was shown recently [XE]. However, vulner-

abilities which allow attackers to break out of a VM are rather rare while escaping from

a process environment is commonly used by malware, for example, to infect other pro-

cesses. Our second proposal is motivated by the fact that a compromised SDN controller

can manipulate policy checking [RH15b]. We therefore extend OpenFlow [Opa] in order

to trigger policy checks independently from a SDN controller. One may think that adding

functionality to a network device is against the paradigm of SDN which aims at decou-

pling control functions from such elements. However, the OpenFlow specification already

includes functions like checking for overlapping flow rules. Moreover, adding security

functions on the data plane has been implemented efficiently before [Sh13b].

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we discuss problems of state-of-the-art security mechanisms which help in

protecting SDN controllers against malicious SDN applications. We argue that current

sandbox systems and policy checking mechanisms indicate problems when considering

sophisticated SDN malware such as a SDN rootkit. In order to fill the corresponding secu-

rity gaps, we propose two improvements. On the one hand, we introduce a SDN controller

design based on virtualization techniques which enables a strong isolation of SDN appli-

cations from a SDN controller. On the other hand, we present an enhanced way of policy

checking which runs independently from the SDN controller and remains robust even if a

NOS gets compromised. Each of our proposals improves the security of SDN-based net-

works especially against malicious SDN applications. This is particularly important as we

believe that SDN malware will appear soon considering the fast development of SDN.
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